Challenge
Automatic optimization of a highly loaded, transonic fan in the essential performance map attributes Total pressure ratio, Efficiency, Mass flow rates, Stall margin Stage exit Mach number and swirl angle and ensure sustainable mechanical stresses in the rotor blade from a finite element analysis Starting Point:
Rotor: Already high performance due to previous 3D-optimizations (much lower number of free design parameters and unfeasible mechanical results due to not considering rotor mechanics)
Stator: Tandem-stator has been designed with a profile section optimization based on the Euler-BL-Code "Mises" and a few 3D iterations. Before, a single row stator was limiting the stage pressure ratio. 25% computational effort~75% computational effort
S e q u e n c e o f f r e e p a r a m e t e r v a l u e s Optimization Setup
Overall 231 free parameters with prospect of only a few thousend fitness evaluations  impossible to find THE OPTIMUM!  Small steps in the right direction with a setup, which potentially solves the problem Parameterization:
Identify critical design parameters and the needed resolution (radial, axial, …)
Validity of compressor configurations (geometrical, mechanical, fabricational, … ) ideally by the parameterisation and parameter limits, to avoid high dump rates, slowing down the process.
Optimization:
EA combined with sophisticated acceleration procedures Start of metamodel acceleration after ~100 members by GA A separate metamodel collective is trained for every parameter (flow-, performance-, FE-, convergence -"binary Metamodel") needed for fitness or constraint formulation.
Objectives / Restrictions
Objectives:
Objective 1: F1 = -0.5 * ( η is,WL 100%rpm + η is,WL 79%rpm )
Objective 2: F2 = -0.5 * ( SM 100%rpm + SM 79%rpm )
Constraints:
Mass Flows (2) 
Rotor Mechanical Stress Distribution
Thanks considering the rotor mechanical stresses, blade feasibility has been preserved.
Member2532
Initial Member
Fillet-radii not considered in FE-analysis  Stresses close to hub ignored  Appropriate fillet solves this issue
